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Dear friends!
In the modern era of
globalization, the preservation
of cultural heritage is of
particular importance as
a reliable guarantor of the
identity and distinctiveness of
the nation.
Every nation has its own
unique culture, customs and
traditions. Some have had
them formed quite recently,
while others anxiously
followed them from the very
beginnings to the present day.
It so happened with Belarusian
culture: it was formed in
olden times and continued to
develop over many centuries.

Dear reader, the book
“Intangible Culture of Belarus”,
which you are holding in your
hands, is a shortened version
of the fifth edition (“Living
Culture of Belarus”) in the
series “Belarusian Cultural
Heritage”. It has been produced
by the Development Bank
of the Republic of Belarus
together with the “Four
Quarters” publishing house as
part of the Bank’s social project
dedicated to the cultural
heritage of Belarus.
Here you can find information
about only a part of a great
variety of “living” forms
of Belarusian culture — 
traditional ceremonies, folk

The project “Belarusian Cultural
Heritage” is highly valued
by both readers and book
publishing professionals. Each
book in the series was awarded
special prizes and received
positive reviews in the media.
The success and recognition
of the project would have
been impossible without the
painstaking research work of
the team members of the «Four
Quarters» publishing house,

which they carry out, realizing
yet another idea. Thanks to
their efforts, the books are
full of information, illustrated
with artistic and documentary
photographs, filled with
archival sources, maps, and
are published with texts in
Russian, Belarusian, English,
and French.
I am sure that this publication
will enrich your knowledge
of the traditions and culture
of our country and will take a
worthy place in the collections
of connoisseurs of Belarusian
culture, and will also be an
excellent gift for business
partners, diplomatic missions,
and foreign guests.
A. Zhishkevich,
Chairman
of the Management Board
JSC “Development Bank of the
Republic of Belarus”
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arts and crafts as well as
the dishes of Belarusian
cuisine — which are carefully
preserved in our country and
are passed on from generation
to generation.

Craftsmanship

CRAFTSMANSHIP

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Traditional crafts of Belarus
are directly related to people’s
knowledge about nature,
the universe, and man as the
creator of cultural and social
practices.
Craftsmanship is an activity
that is identified with
manual work, first for people
themselves and the needs
of their families, and then
for sale. Modern craftsmen’s
products created from natural
materials according to old
technologies and methods are
distinguished because of their
artistic appeal.
In the modern globalized
world, the significance
of craftsmanship is only
increasing and appreciated
by society as being of the
greatest value, as a result
of a person’s creative selfdetermination. Craftsmanship
affirms the responsible
position of the master, who
creates unique things not so
much for commercial gain, as
for showing one’s own vision of
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the world, demonstrating one’s
talent and level of mastery.
There are activities, which
like crafts are also associated
with manual labour, but
in which people extract or
gather something created by
nature (for food, as well as
raw materials). These include
fishing, beekeeping, honey
harvesting, wool felting,
collecting withies and other
natural materials.
These activities and crafts
in the context of intangible
cultural heritage are primarily
considered as technologies,
skills and knowledge
associated with the mastery
of people, and only then as
products of their activities.
The processes of creating
handcrafted products are
as diverse as the items
themselves, and range from
delicate scrupulous work to
solving complex technological
problems.
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NIEHLIUBKA TEXTILE
TRADITIONS
(Vietka district, Homiel region)
The textile traditions of the
village of Niehliubka and the
surrounding townships in Vietka
district are distinguished by the
richness and variety of weaving
techniques and embroidery,
complex polychrome and
expressive ornamental
background. In weaving, masters
use various types of techniques
as well as complex connecting
seams (“Niehliubka merezhka”)
and textile weaving.
Niehliubka textiles are made
in white-red, white-red-black
chord or can be polychrome
(up to 25 colours and shades
in one product). The range of
products is very wide — from
the famous festive rushniks to
household weaving.
Woven rushniks (ritual cloth
embroidered with symbols
and cryptograms of the
ancient world), tablecloths,
bedspreads are rich in
ornamentation and exquisite
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artistic qualities, and the
Niehliubka costume is one of
the most archaic and complex
types of Belarusian folk
clothes, which harmoniously
combines a white ornamented
shirt, small-plaid paniova
skirt (home-woven pieces
of cloth serving as a skirt), a
woollen apron, breast apron
(“zapina”), a wide red belt, and
a patterned woven scarf. When
creating a traditional costume
today, almost all weaving and
embroidery techniques are
used.
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Icon corner
decoration

Master craftswoman
with her products
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Working
at a loom
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The head of weaving club
«Nitok» L. Kavalyova

At the workshop
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INSTEAD OF AN AFTERWORD, or Save your roots
So many countries in the world — both large and small —
are granted places under heaven.
Among them, our homeland — Belarus with her radiant motherly face
manifests herself in the mirror of time.
She solidly stands through the ages and fortunes,
Replete with cornflower-coloured lakes and deep forests,
Her tireless hands create miracles —
For tomorrow’s young, yet unknown.
Nadezhda Solodkaya

It is symbolic that the fifth edition of the series “Belarusian Cultural Heritage” — the
book-album “Intangible Culture of Belarus” — came out in 2019, the second year in a
row declared in our country the Year of the Native Land. What do we understand by
this concept — a house, a village, a city, or a country? Why are we sad when we are far
from our native places? And having adjoined them, why are we sated as if we took a
sip of crystal clear spring water on a hot day? Apparently, the very same “hereditary
code”, which is “encrypted” deep down inside, still works.
Fate has scattered many people around the world: it often happens that all our
lives go far from the place where we were born. However, there are times when we
irrepressibly reach out for our fellow countrymen, as, for example, on the commemoration days or traditional folk festivals. Love “to hearth and home” as an attractive
unknown force invites us to put things off and hurry to where our parents are or…
just the memory of them is still waiting for us. And without this, a modern person
living in the everyday bustle risks becoming detached from their roots.
In the turbulent, unpredictable XXI century, the kaleidoscope of events that flash like
endless footage of TV shows bores us with its monotony. Apparently, that is why we
observe simple rituals with great interest and look into the works of artisans at exhibitions at every opportunity. And when folk music is played at folklore festivals and
everyone is invited to dance, although rather clumsily, we start dancing. Inexpressible
joy arises in our soul, when we suddenly find a “zest” for simple things, which time has
surrounded with an infinite number of complications, giving them an unrecognizable
look. Therefore, the custodians and bearers of traditions are so respected. Their noble
and responsible mission is to transfer to the younger generation the experience of
their ancestors, their own knowledge — both in families and in the area where they
live. Only with their help, we — their contemporaries — will be able to become the link
in the chain that stretches through space and time into the future.

When selecting the materials for this book, our team took into account the findings
of the researchers of folklore, as well as the data from the State List of Historical and
Cultural Values of the Republic of Belarus. The priority was given to those traditions
that have survived to this day. We paid a lot of attention to finding photographs
to fill the sections: used the works of famous photo artists and photographers, archives of regional and district institutions of folk culture, as well as the personal
archives of the participants of the publishing project.
Dear friends, as Belarusians say, “we all come from the huts”. The binding thread that
joins us to the past is the folk culture. Thanks to those who are called bearers and
successors of traditions today, the culture of Belarus has been able to maintain its
unique national flavour. It can be claimed that the very perception of our culture
has changed: people became more interested in it. Folklore expeditions are organized in our country; research is conducted that is supported by the state. A new generation of Belarusians are increasingly using traditional elements in their interior,
clothing, and cooking.
The globalized world is open today, and, obviously, folk cultures are the foundations
on which we can build strong economic and political ties between countries.
Another joyful discovery that we made while working on a book is that in such a
difficult, rather pragmatic time, many people — both urban dwellers and villagers —
are genuinely interested in popularizing national traditions. And this is the most
important thing!
Liliana Antsukh,
Director and Editor-in-chief
Publishing house “Four Quarters”
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Choosing a theme for the next volume always requires a thoughtful, balanced approach from the creative team, since it should be not only original but also socially
significant. In this case, the task was to create a representative publication that
would be organically included in the project “Belarusian Cultural Heritage”, implemented by the publishing house “Four Quarters” in cooperation with JSC “Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus” since 2015. The book was not planned as a reference book or catalogue: its sections — “Craftsmanship”, “Sacred places and rituals”,
“Music, dancing, folk theatre”, and “Belarusian cuisine” describe unique objects of
Belarusian traditional culture. Competent specialists and scholars took part in our
work, among them Alla Stashkevich, member of the National Commission of the Republic of Belarus for UNESCO, director of the Cultural Heritage and Present Day Foundation, expert in international and cultural relations and protection of historical
and cultural values; Tatyana Volodina, Doctor of philology, folklorist, ethno-linguist,
head of the Department of folklore at the Centre for Belarusian culture, language
and literature of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, author of books on
the study of the folklore of Slavic peoples.
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In 2015, JSC “The Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus”
began implementing the social project “Belarusian Cultural
Heritage”. Its main goal is to acquaint a wider audience with
the spiritual values and art of the Belarusian people.
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